“My ACT English score increased from a 22 to a 33 (out of 36) in under 4 weeks with Prepmedians!” –Connor, Student

Results

- Students improved **2.5x as much** on sections when using Prepmedians versus Khan Academy or individual instruction (as measured by percentage points captured)!
- On average, students’ quiz scores from before versus after **one video** increase immediately ~7% of **base score** (statistically significantly)!
- Entertainment reviews from hundreds of users across videos average **4.6/5**!

Content Overview

- Content and strategies were developed by perfect-scoring Yale/UChicago grad Kalyan Ray-Mazumder during 5000+ hours of tutoring the ACT/SAT.
- 20-minute module blocks can be reliably built into homework schedule.
- Safe-for-School Content in videos teach grammar and math skills (tied to Common Core, SAT, and ACT standards) not just test-taking strategies.
- 350+ unique questions and explanations are available for practice.
  - On each attempt, order of questions is randomized for even more practice.
  - Full explanations are available for students to use.
  - Questions were based off 16 tests of actual ACT/SAT questions.

Content Delivery

- All content is delivered in 5-10 minute videos featuring sketch comedy and music.
  - Research shows activating emotions enhances the learning process.
  - Performers are Broadway singer-actors and professional sketch comedians.
- Technology on the platform is meant to aid efficacy and individual learning styles.
  - Questions before and after **video** track efficacy of videos.
  - Students can slow down and speed up videos.
- Teacher dashboard aggregates student data and provides handbook/lesson plans.

Please reach out to your sales representative or info@prepmedians.com at any time! We look forward to empowering your students through engagement together.